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1.Introduction

Problem and motivation

Contribution



Problem and motivation

● The success of StyleGAN, where 
stochastic variation is incorporated in the 
realistic looking synthesized images

● The notion brought up about the 
existence of a hyperplane in the latent 
space serving as the separation boundary 
for any binary semantic



Contribution

Semantic editing latent code

● We take advantages of InterFaceGan 
assumption about the existence of 
hyperplane in the latent space serving as 
the separation boundary for any binary 
semantic to develop system that can 
change single hair attribute



Contribution
Overwrite hair image over face image:

● We propose a method, which is possible 
to change the hairstyle according to a 
given hair photo, without altering other 
facial properties. 



2. Background
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)

StyleGan

Perceptual loss

Resnet

StyleGan Encoder

InterFaceGan



Generative Adversarial 
Networks (GAN)



Generative Adversarial 
Networks (GAN)

Generator (G) and Discriminator (D) play the 
following two-player minimax game with value 
function V (G, D)



A Style-Based 
Generator Architecture 
for Generative 
Adversarial Networks 
(StyleGAN)



Style mixing



Stochastic variation



FID on 2 Datasets



Perceptual loss



Per-pixel  measures

Blurring images causes small perceptual but large L2 change



VGG16 weighted combination loss



Resnet

Residual block



StyleGan Encoder



Encoder process



Training resnet process



InterFaceGan

● Single attribute manipulation

● Multiple attribute manipulation

● Real image manipulation



Single attribute manipulation

For any binary semantic such as male and female there exists a hyperplane in the latent space serving 
as the separation boundary
 

We can increase or reduce the 
target attribute by moving the 
latent vector of the image along 
the normal vector of separate 
hyperplane 



Multiple attribute manipulation

When there are more than one attribute editing one may affect another. Conditional manipulation can be 
used to solve this problem.
 

➔ Instead of moving along     we 
moving along the projected direction
                     which are orthogonal 
with      , so attribute of this normal 
vector does not change.



Real image manipulation

The method of InterFaceGan will edit latent vector in fixed GANs latent space.

➔ We need to map our real image into GAN latent space.
 

For this purpose, existing methods have proposed to directly optimize the latent code to minimize the 
reconstruction loss, or to learn an extra encoder to invert the target image back to latent space. There are 
also some models that have already involved an encoder along with the training process of GANs.



3. Methodology

Semantic editing latent code

Overwrite hair image over face image



Semantic editing latent 
code

● Detail Implementation
● Experiment Result
● Analysis



Detail Implementation

          Workflow

We take advantage of single attribute manipulation, which proposed in 
InterFaceGan, for semantic edit hair style of given image.

●  Step 1: Encode image using StyleGan Encoder network, this 
network allow we to find latent representation of given image in 
GAN latent space.

● Step 2: Edit latent representation of image by a boundary 
(hyperplane) for target attribute



Detail Implementation

StyleGan Encoder Process



Detail Implementation

Training boundary (hyperplane) process

We random 100000 image every time we train boundary for an attribute. The pre-trained classifiers are 
provided by StyleGan, that are trained with a large dataset for single hair attribute classification



Detail Implementation

Editing image with InterFaceGan

➔ With latent representation of 
image and target attribute 
boundary received from 2 last 
steps, we modify latent code by 
moving along direction of 
normal vector of boundary.



Experiment Result



Experiment Result

Changing latent vector too much 
regard to the target attribute 
(wavy hair)

Problem with InterFaceGan (bangs attribute)



Analysis

● When there are two or more attribute that correlated with each other changing one attribute may affect 
others. This property will be fixed with condition manipulation which proposed in InterFaceGan.

● InterFaceGan have problem when input image is Asia people. InterFaceGan change the face slightly 
like European people, that is problem of training dataset.



Overwrite hair image 
over face image

● Detail Implementation
● Experiment Result
● Analysis



Process



Process



Landmarks

68 facial landmark detection



Process



Affine transformations



Process



Improve quality process



Generated dataset and Evaluation



Result



Advantages - Optimize model could remove unnatural features



Advantages - Properties in other areas are not affected

Baby's age is not affected



Disadvantages - Different directions images could generate bad result 



Disadvantages - Effect of brightness to the result 



4. Conclusion and Future works



Conclusion

● Provide semantic editing latent code method, which based on the assumption of hyperplane in the latent 
space serving as the separation boundary for any binary semantic, to edit single hair attribute.

● Provide a method, which uses Affine transformation to merge a hair image to a given image and then 
optimize the image using StyleGan. This method can completely transform hairstyles from one photo to 
another.



Future works

● Improve problem about more than one attribute correlate with others by using conditional manipulation, 
which is also mentioned in InterFaceGan.

● Training InterFaceGan again with diverse data sets.

● Training Stylegan encoder with more diverse hairstyles dataset.
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